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Abstract: The purpose of this work is to study quasi-stationary wave structure in the mid-latitude
stratosphere and mesosphere (40–50N) and its role in the formation of the annual ozone cycle.
Geopotential height and ozone from Aura MLS data are used and winter climatology for January–
February 2011–2020 is considered. More closely examined is the 10-degree longitude segment
centered on Longfengshan Brewer station, China, and located in the region of the Aleutian Low
influence associated with the quasi-stationary zonal maximum of total ozone. Annual and semiannual oscillations in ozone were compared using units of ozone volume mixing ratio and
concentration, as well as changes in ozone peak altitude and in time series of ozone at individual
pressure levels between 316 hPa (9 km) and 0.001 hPa (96 km). The ozone maximum in the vertical
profile is higher in volume mixing ratio (VMR) values than in concentration by about 15 km (5 km)
in the stratosphere (mesosphere), in consistency with some previous studies. We found that the
properties of the annual cycle are better resolved in the altitude range of the main ozone
maximum: middle–upper stratosphere in VMR and lower stratosphere in concentration. Both
approaches reveal SAO/AO-related changes in the of ozone peak altitudes in a range of 4–6 km
during the year. In the lower-stratospheric ozone of the Longfengshan domain, an earlier
development of the annual cycle takes place with a maximum in February and a minimum in
August compared to spring and autumn, respectively, in zonal means. This is presumably due to
the higher rate of dynamical ozone accumulation in the region of the quasi-stationary zonal ozone
maximum. The “no-annual-cycle” transition layers are found in the stratosphere and mesosphere.
These layers with undisturbed ozone volume mixing ratio throughout the year are of interest for
more detailed future study.
Keywords: quasi-stationary wave, stratosphere, mesosphere, westward phase tilt, geopotential
height, ozone, annual and semi-annual oscillation.

1. Introduction
Quasi-stationary wave (QSW) in the atmosphere is known to be responsible for the
formation of fairly stable planetary-scale anomalies in atmospheric variables and in the
composition of the atmosphere (temperature, wind, sea level pressure, ozone, water
vapor etc.) [1–3]. The QSWs originate in the troposphere from orographic and thermal
sources [4] and penetrate upward into the stratosphere and mesosphere [1,2,5]. An
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important property of QSW is the westward phase tilt with altitude associated with the
vertical propagation of stationary planetary waves [6,7]. The longest QSWs with zonal
wave numbers m = 1 and m = 2 cause zonal asymmetry in the atmosphere and contribute
to the appearance of regional weather anomalies in the troposphere with cold or warm
air masses, with abundance or lack of precipitation [3,8].
In the stratosphere, the QSW influence leads to zonal asymmetry of mid-latitude
and polar ozone, temperature and zonal wind in winter and spring [1,2,7]. Ozone, in
turn, can affect surface ultraviolet radiation [9–11], and, due to downward propagation
of stratospheric anomalies and their large zonal asymmetry, surface weather anomalies
often appear in the midlatitudes [8]. Studying the effects of stationary waves on total
ozone, ultraviolet radiation and weather is therefore very important [12,13]. In the
mesosphere, QSW contributes to changes in the circulation patterns, as well as to the
variability and decadal trends in ozone and temperature [5,14,15]. Generally, the QSWs
between the troposphere and mesosphere play a significant role in the longitudinal
distribution of atmospheric parameters, establishing their regional distinctions.
Hood and Zaff [7] analyzed the QSW structure using early ozone data of 1979–1991
from TOMS Nimbus 7 satellite and geopotential height Z in 1979–1993 from reanalysis
data. It has been shown that in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) in January ozone trends
at 50N are longitude-depended and inversely correlated with zonal anomalies in
geopotential height Z. Due to the dominance of quasi-stationary wave 1 (QSW1), steady
zonal asymmetry in the climatological ozone distributions over the NH exists [7,16–18].
As known, QSW1 can modulate the longitudinal distribution of total ozone column
(TOC) (i) through the tropopause effect above the tropospheric pressure systems [7], (ii)
by zonal asymmetry in the Brewer–Dobson circulation (BDC) in the stratosphere [2,19]
and (iii) due to stratospheric polar vortex displacement relative to the pole [20,21].
Climatologically, the zonal TOC maximum and minimum are located in the North
Pacific – East Asia and in the North Atlantic – Europe, in accordance with the locations
of the main atmospheric centers of action with low and high surface pressure,
respectively [7].
Since the anomalies of the tropospheric and stratospheric circulation are different in
their seasonal changes, the climatological annual cycle (AC) in TOC can also be
regionally different. In the zonal means, the annual TOC maximum (March–April) in the
NH extratropics lags behind the tropospheric wave activity maximum (January) by
about 3 months [22]. The time lag reﬂects the additional time for the tropical ozone-rich
air involved in the BDC due to wave activity, to reach the extratropics. Taking into
account the zonal asymmetry, AC has a maximum in February and a minimum in
August in region of zonal TOC maximum [23] that is 2–3 months earlier than in the
region of the zonal TOC minimum: April and October–November, respectively [24].
Most previous works, where the ozone seasonality was determined, used zonal
mean [22,25–29], local [24,30,31] or regional [23,24,32,33] ozone data. The month–
longitude dependence of total ozone in zone 50–60°N has been presented by Zou et al.
[34] (their Fig. 1). Statistically, this dependence was analyzed using monthly climatology
of the annual TOC cycles along the zone 40–60°N with a 30°-step in longitude [35]. It has
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been shown that the AC development in East Asia (120–150°E, zonal TOC maximum)
occurs 2 to 3 months earlier than in East Atlantic (0–30°W, zonal TOC minimum). This
means that, similarly to zonal asymmetry in both the TOC distribution and the decadal
TOC trends [7,16,18,34,36], the annual TOC cycle in the NH mid-latitudes is also
longitudinally dependent and is modulated by the QSW structure.
Due to the importance of QSW activity in changes in regional temperature, ozone
and climate [3,7,8,14], continuous monitoring of QSWs is required to detect their
possible deviations in phase and amplitude relative to climatology. In this work, we
present the QSW climatology 2011–2020 in its vertical changes between the troposphere
and mesosphere in the NH mid-latitudes. Based on the Aura Microwave Limb Sounder
(MLS) satellite data, the geopotential height Z and ozone volume mixing ratio and
concentration are analyzed. Section 2 briefly describes the data and the analysis method.
In Section 3, the QSW climatologies are presented. Annual cycles in stratospheric and
mesospheric ozone are compared in Section 4. A summary of the results is given in
Section 5.
2. Data and analysis method
The Aura MLS data on geopotential height Z and ozone volume mixing ratio are
used from the NASA website [37–40]. The monthly means of January–February are
averaged over the last decade of 2011–2020 and along the zone 40–50N, covering North
China and Ukraine and influenced by the main atmospheric centers of actions in the NH
(Fig. 1a). Regional anomalies in total ozone, temperature and carbon monoxide over
Eastern Europe and Ukraine have been analyzed previously [35,41,42] and we focus here
on East Asia and North China. Particularly, the Longfengshan segment of longitudes
122–132E (light vertical strip in Fig. 1a) is chosen.
The two winter months, January–February, are at the annual maximum of
planetary wave activity (December–February) with a peak in January [7,22]. On the
other hand, total ozone maximum at Longfengshan is observed in February (Fig. 1b)
and, by Coldewey-Egbers et al. [29], total ozone maximum in zonal mean at 40–55N
occurs in February–March.
We follow the analysis method by Hood and Zaff [7] and first we present the QSW
structures by creating the climatological longitudinal distributions of Z and ozone at 10
pressure levels (Section 3). Then, following the method [35], regional annual cycles in
stratospheric and mesospheric ozone are compared (Section 4). In particular, we focus
on the analysis of the annual cycles in ozone in the Longfengshan region, China (128E,
45N; black circle in Fig. 1a), which is under influence of the Aleutian Low (AL). Quasistationary anomaly in the AL sea level pressure in winter is located in North Pacific
around 180E. Due to the QSW westward phase tilt with altitude, the related low Z
anomaly in the lower stratosphere shifts to East Asia [7] and covers the study region in
North China (AL and Longfengshan domain in Fig. 1a). This can be seen from the
deviation of the Z9000 isoline towards the subtropics around 120E and from the
intrusion of the low Z levels Z8600 into the zone 40–50N (solid curves in Fig. 1a).
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Figure 1. (a) Climatological geopotential height in the northern Hemisphere at 316 hPa
from the Aura MLS data averaged over January–February 2011–2020. Light stripes
indicate zone (40–50N) and longitude segment (122–132E), which are centered at
Longfengshan, China (45N, 128E; dashed lines and black circle) and analyzed with
respect to the QSW structure and ozone annual cycle. Solid curves Z8600 and Z9000
display zonal wave 2 in the QSW structure. The main atmospheric centers of action are
indicated: AL is Aleutian Low, IL is Icelandic Low, NAH is North American High, and
AH is Azores High. (b) Monthly mean total ozone with standard deviations as observed
at Longfengshan in 2011–2020 (except for 2014 – 2015); from the WOUDC data.
The pressure level of 316 hPa, shown in Fig. 1a, lies near the tropopause of the NH
mid-latitudes in winter (8–9 km; [43]). The AL is climatologically associated with a zonal
minimum in the tropopause height and maximum in total ozone [7]. Note that the two
pairs of lows and highs (AL–IL and NAH–AH) form zonal wave 2 in the mid-latitude
QSW structure (Fig. 1a). Azores High is subtropical anticyclone (AH in Fig. 1a), which is
relatively weak in winter, however, influences the mid-latitude stratosphere because of
systematical poleward shift with altitude relative to its lower-tropospheric counterpart
[44,45].
The weather station in Longfengshan, China, is equipped with Brewer
spectrophotometer since 1993, WOUDC station ID 326. Monthly mean total ozone with
standard deviations from observations at the Longfengshan station in 2011–2020 is
shown in Figure 1b.
To analyze quasi-stationary wave structure in the mid-latitude stratosphere and
mesosphere, we used the data on ozone, geopotential heights (Z) and temperature from
the Microwave Limb Sounder on the Aura satellite (Aura MLS) [37–40]. We used 10
pressure levels located in the troposphere, stratosphere and mesosphere: 825, 316, 100,
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26, 10, 3.16, 1, 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 hPa (2–96 km) with a vertical resolution of ~2 km in the
stratosphere and 6 km in the mesosphere. However, analysis of data was provided for
pressure range 261–0.02 hPa [37]. When selecting Aura MLS data for comparison, unless
otherwise specified, we use the longitude range ±10° for the local longitude coordinates
and ±2.5° for the latitude coordinates.
We also compare the ozone annual cycle using volume mixing ratio (VMR) in parts
per million by volume (ppmv) and concentrations in moleculescm–3. For analysis the
ozone VMR values in ppmv unit were converted to ozone concentrations. If VMR
represents the relative volume content of ozone, then the concentration shows the actual
mass of ozone per unit volume. Under conditions of decreasing atmospheric pressure
with altitude, VMR and concentration show different vertical ozone profiles (e.g. [46]. In
this work, we explore for the first time how the annual ozone cycle in the stratosphere
and mesosphere manifests itself in each of the two units.
3. QSW structure
Figure 2a shows vertical changes in the QSW structure in geopotential height
between 825 hPa and 0.001 hPa. There is a successive vertical transition between the
troposphere and the lower stratosphere from QSW with zonal wave number m = 2
(QSW2) to m = 1 (QSW1) (the four lower curves at pressure levels 825, 316, 100 hPa and
26 hPa in Fig. 2a). The positive (negative) deviations from zonal mean indicated at the
QSW peaks by red (blue) bars show a vertical modification of QSW2 to QSW1. QSW1
remains the dominant wave component also higher up to 0.1 hPa (64 km) and the Z
anomaly peaks at the stratopause (422 m at 1 hPa in Fig. 2a).
There is a clear westward phase tilt in the QSW structure between the lower
troposphere and lower mesosphere (825 hPa and 0.1 hPa in Fig. 2a). On the whole,
westward shifts are about 150 for QSW maximum (120W – 180E –90E, red dotted line
in Fig. 2a) and about 270 for QSW minimum (160E – 0E – 110W, blue dotted lines in
Fig. 2a).
Both properties of the vertical wave modification (QSW2 to QSW1 and westward
phase tilt) are in correspondence with the QSW theory and observations: the longest
waves are only able to penetrate from the troposphere into the stratosphere and their
propagation in the westerly flow is accompanied be a westward phase tilt [4,6,7]. As
shown by dotted lines in Fig. 2a, climatology 2011–2020 suggests that the source regions
for the upper-level QSW extremes are projected to 160E (minimum) and 120W
(maximum) in the lower troposphere. These longitudes correspond to the Aleutian Low
and North American High regions (AL and NAH, respectively, in Fig. 2a). Due to
westward phase tilt, the main stratospheric QSW ridge in Fig. 2a turns out to be located
above the AL tropospheric anomaly and therefore assigned to the Aleutian anticyclone
[44,47,48]. However, it is clearly associated with the NAH anomaly in the troposphere
(red dotted line and Z anomaly at 120W, 825 hPa, in Fig. 2a). Similar location of the
main QSW ridge in the winter stratosphere follows from 10-year climatologies of 1985–
1994 (135W, 56N, 10 hPa; ECMWF composite) in [44] and 2001–2010 (150W, 60N, 20
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km; ERA Interim data) in [2]. Although the association between Aleutian anticyclone in
the stratosphere and NAH in the troposphere can be traced, for example, from the
results [2,44], it has not been specifically noted previously. In the stratopause – lower
mesosphere region (1 hPa and 0.1 hPa in Fig. 2a), the QSW ridge (trough) extends
predominantly to the eastern (western) hemisphere.

Figure 2. (a) Longitudinal distribution of geopotential height at 10 pressure levels
between 2 and 96 km. Averaging was made for January–February 2011–2020 in the zone
40–50N. Vertical red (blue) bars indicate maximum positive (minimum negative) Z
anomalies relative to the mean level. Vertical lines at 122–132E show the Longfengshan
region, China, being analyzed for the annual ozone cycle. AL and IL are Aleutian and
Icelandic Lows, NAH and SH are North American and Siberian Highs. (b) Dependence
of the maximum positive Z anomalies on the altitude.
The positive Z anomalies in the troposphere at 90E (Siberian High region) and
70W (Icelandic Low region) associated with QSW2 decay rapidly with height (SH and
IL, respectively, in Fig. 2a). They do not make a significant contribution to the dominant
structure of the QSW1 type in the middle–upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere.
However, it is possible, that IL is partially involved in the formation of the QSW
minimum in the stratosphere (dashed blue line in Fig. 2a). The IL center is located at
high latitudes at about 60N and it can spread up equatorward to latitudes of 40–50N,
but with reduced intensity [49]. This explains its small effect on the QSW structure
analyzed in this work. The SH anomaly in Central Asia is quite strong in the
troposphere (SH in Fig. 2a), but has a limited vertical extent [50] and is not detected
above the tropopause (316 hPa and higher in Fig. 2a). Longitudinal distribution of Z
anomalies at 0.01 hPa and 0.001 hPa (upper mesosphere – mesopause region) consists of
small-scale wave component and looks uncoupled with prevailing QSW1 structure
between 10 hPa and 0.1 hPa (Fig. 2a).
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As seen in Fig. 2b, the QSW amplitude increases through the stratosphere, and the
maximum Z anomaly of 422 m is reached in the stratopause region (1 hPa, 50 km).
Similar vertical profiles of stationary waves in geopotential height in winter can be
found in [2,51,52]. There is secondary maximum in Z anomaly in Fig. 2b at 0.001 hPa. It
is in consistency with additional internal wave forcing in the mesosphere that is meant
to represent the in situ planetary wave generation in winter [53].

Figure 3. (a) Longitudinal distribution of ozone volume ratio at 9 pressure levels
between 9 and 96 km in the stratosphere and mesosphere. Averaging was made for
January–February 2011–2020 in zone 40–50N. Vertical red (blue) bars indicate
maximum positive (minimum negative) VMR anomalies relative to the zonal mean. Red
arrows show ozone maxima over AL and IL. Vertical lines at 122–132E show the
Longfengshan region, China, being analyzed for the annual ozone cycle. (b) Dependence
of the maximum positive VMR anomalies on the altitude. Percentages relative to the
zonal mean are indicated on the right. The two lower curves in Fig. 3a (at 316 hPa, or 9
km, i.e. near the tropopause, and at 100 hPa, or 16 km, in the lower stratosphere) have
QSW2 structure anticorrelated with Z anomalies in Fig. 2a. The ozone maxima (minima)
appear above tropospheric cyclones AL and IL (anticyclones SH and NAH). The SH
effect, as noted above, has a limited vertical extent and is observed no higher than the
tropopause level (9 km in Fig. 3a).
The Z anomaly peak in Fig. 2a (422 m at 1 hPa) is in general consistency with that
found from ODIN satellite data (400–600 m, 50 km, 60N) in [2]. Higher values of
anomalies in [2] are associated with an increase in wave disturbances at the polar vortex
edge near 60N, where a strong zonal flow serves as a waveguide concentrating wave
energy [6].
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In contrast to Z anomalies (Fig. 2a), the QSW structure in ozone does not show a
regular phase shift with altitude (Fig. 3a). Note that there is no westward phase tilt in the
ozone VMR observed by ODIN satellite in 2001–2010 [2].
The relative contributions of the VMR anomalies to QSW2 are also the largest at the
two lower levels (46% and 32% of zonal means, Fig. 3b). This means that (i) the QSW
structure in total ozone is formed mainly by the lower stratospheric ozone under
influence of the tropospheric centers of action and, as a result, (ii) an approximate
inverse correlation holds between lower stratospheric geopotential height and total
ozone in northern midlatitudes in winter [7]. The factors that determine the QSW
structure above 100 hPa need additional analysis with the creation of longitude–altitude
sections using a higher vertical resolution than in Fig. 3a.
4 Annual cycles
We compare the time–altitude variations of ozone in VMR and concentration in the
stratosphere (Fig. 4, left and right, respectively) and in the mesosphere (Fig. 5, left and
right). It is shown how the vertical ozone profiles and their annual evolutions differ in
each of the units used. The regions of the zonal ozone minimum (5W–5E) and the
zonal ozone maximum around Longfengshan (122–132E) in the stratosphere (Fig. 3a,
curve at 100 hPa; see also [35]), as well as the zonal means of 40–50N are shown (top,
middle and bottom panels in Fig. 4 and Fig 5). Figure 6 presents the annual VMR
variation at 9 selected pressure levels between 100 hPa and 0.001 hPa (16 km to 96 km) in
the Longfengshan region and in the zonal means (left and right, respectively).
In the stratosphere, the VMR maximum lies about 15 km higher than concentration
maximum (dashed white curves in Fig. 4a–c and 4d–f). The 15-km difference between
the altitudes of ozone maximum in VMR and number density was observed also in the
middle to high latitude stratosphere from the Improved Limb Atmospheric
Spectrometer (ILAS)-II data in 2003 [46]. It follows from Fig. 4 that the midlatitude ozone
maximum in winter is in the middle–upper stratosphere at about 30–45 km using VMR
(left column) and in the lower stratosphere at about 16–28 km using concentration (right
column). Taking into account the latitudinal difference, this is generally consistent with
35 and 20 km, respectively, in [46].
It should be noted that the semi-annual cycle is clearly seen at the VMR maximum
(dashed white curves in Fig. 4a–c) and is barely visible at the same altitudes in
concentration (solid white curves in Fig. 4d–f). On the contrary, annual cycle is clearly
visible in concentration in the lower stratosphere (dashed black curves in Fig. 4d–f),
where it is weakly expressed in VMR (solid white curves in Fig. 4a–c). These annual
changes are commonly referred to as the annual oscillation (AO) and the semi-annual
oscillation (SAO) (e.g. [54–56]. Note that we describe these annual changes by isolating
and comparing altitude changes in peak or specific ozone VMR levels (curves in Fig. 4) as
distinct from annual changes in ozone VMR itself at specific pressure levels (time series in
Fig. 6).
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Figure 4. Annual variations in the stratospheric ozone between 16 km and 48 km (100–1
hPa) in (left) volume mixing ratio and (right) concentration. Dashed (solid white) curves
show the difference in annual ozone changes at the altitudes of ozone maximum
(minimum) in each of the two units. In (a–c), dashed white contour outlines the
maximum VMR and solid black curve shows “no-annual-cycle” level of about 5 ppmv at
24–26 km separating the annual and semi-annual cycles.
The use of the VMR unit reveals a “no-annual-cycle” boundary at about 25 km
(solid black lines in Fig. 4a–c) between the weak AO in the lower stratosphere and the
strong SAO in the middle–upper stratosphere. This boundary is most stable during the
year in the Longfengshan region (solid black curve in Fig. 4b and time series at 26 hPa,
or 25 km, in Fig. 6g). Dashed curves in Fig. 4 (left) indicate that strong SAO is formed
due to large altitude oscillation of the VMR peak. The two highest (two lowest) altitudes
occur in February and November (December–January and June–July) with oscillation
range 4–6 km between of 34 km and 40 km (arrows in Fig. 4, left). Similar altitude
difference is observed in AO in the lower-stratospheric concentration peaks (dashed
black curves in Fig. 4, right).
The times and magnitudes of the VMR peaks are longitudinally dependent on the
QSW structure in the stratosphere (Fig. 4a–c). The VMR peak in the region of the zonal
ozone minimum occurs in spring and is shorter and less intense (7.5 ppmv, dashed
white contour in Fig. 4a) compared to the region of the zonal ozone maximum and zonal
means. In the two latter cases, it lasts during spring–early autumn and is 0.5 ppmv more
intense (8.0 ppmv, dashed white contours in Fig. 4b and 4c). Nevertheless, it is common
for all three cases in Fig. 4a–c that the VMR maximum occurs in summer, when the VMR
peak decreases to the lowest altitudes of about 35 km.
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6. Discussion
The summer ozone maximum in this stratospheric layer is formed due to
photochemistry [23,57]. Ozone lifetime is 1 day at 40 km [58] and the higher flux of
shortwave solar radiation in summer determines higher photochemical production of
ozone and the summer ozone maximum at these altitudes. Climatologically, the VMR
maximum reaches 6–8 ppmv (Fig. 4a–c) that is consistent with 5–9 ppmv between 25 km
and 45 km (50N, 2002–2015) reported by Joshi et al. [56] from the Sounding of the
Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry (SABER) satellite instrument data.
Extended summer maximum with barely perceptible SAO is seen in the middle
stratosphere at 10 hPa (32 km; Fig. 6f and 6o), in consistency with the stratospheric
ozone

profiles

from

the

GROMOS

(GROund-based

Millimeter-wave

Ozone

Spectrometer) microwave radiometer at Bern, Switzerland (47N, 8E) described in [55].
In our interpretation, the 10-hPa level is at the transition altitude between “no-annualcycle” level (solid black curves in Fig. 4, left) and the strong SAO altitudes (dashed white
curves).
Upwards from the summer VMR maximum, the semi-annual oscillation becomes
more distinct in the upper stratosphere (dashed curves in Fig. 4a–c) up to the
stratopause (time series at 3 hPa and 1 hPa in Fig. 6d, e, m, n). An interesting vertical
transition occurs between the middle (10 hPa) and upper (1–3 hPa) stratosphere: the
summer VMR maximum (Fig. 6f and 6o) is replaced by the summer VMR minimum
(Fig. 6e and 6n). Accordingly, prevailing photochemical production of ozone at 30–40
km [23,58] is replaced by catalytic ozone destruction, which peaks in the northern midlatitude upper stratosphere (40–50 km) during the summer months [59]. The summer
ozone minimum in the upper stratosphere–stratopause region is explained by the
temperature-dependent photochemistry, with the anti-correlation of ozone and
temperature and higher ozone depletion of in warmer air conditions in summer [55].
Oscillated altitude of the VMR peak (dashed white curves in Fig. 4, left) shows the
upper-stratospheric SAO with the two maxima appearing also in the VMR time series
(curves for 3 hPa and 1 hPa in Fig. 6d, e, m, n). They occur in spring and autumn at 3
hPa (Fig. 6e and 6n) and approach to winter months at the beginning and at the end of
the year at 1 hPa (Fig. 6d and 6m).
Downwards, the summer maximum is replaced by late-summer–autumn minimum
in the lower stratosphere (Fig. 6h, i, q, r). The annual cycle in the regional VMR of the
Longfengshan domain at 100 hPa (Fig. 6i) is consistent with that in local total ozone
climatology (Fig. 1b), showing a clear annual maximum (minimum) in February
(August). This consistency confirms dominant contribution of the lower stratospheric
ozone to total ozone column.
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Figure 5. Semi-annual cycle in ozone at the altitudes of the secondary ozone maximum
in the mesosphere between 80 km and 90 km (0.01–0.001 hPa) in (left) volume mixing
ratio and (right) concentration.
On the other hand, earlier development of AO in Fig. 6i compared to zonal mean in
Fig. 6r is evidence of the QSW structure influence. The specificity of AO here depends on
the relationship between the rates of the processes of dynamical ozone accumulation
(the larger effect of meridional circulation in autumn–winter) and photochemical
relaxation (spring–summer) in the region of the quasi-stationary maximum of total
ozone [2,23,32,35]. As a result, the AO extrema in the Longfengshan domain appear 2–3
months earlier than in the region of the zonal TOC minimum: April and October–
November, respectively [24]. The zonal mean VMR in Fig. 6r has also the AO extrema,
prolonged for the spring (maximum) and autumn (minimum) months.
In contrast to the timing of the VMR peak in the upper stratosphere (dashed white
contours in Fig. 4, left), concentration better reflects regional difference in the time of
annual concentration minimum in the lower stratosphere (vertical lines in Fig. 4, right).
It can be seen that the earliest occurrence of annual minimum (summer months July–
August) occurs in the region of the zonal ozone maximum (Longfengshan segment in
Fig. 4e). This AO evolution in the NH mid-latitude lower stratosphere is determined by
the QSW structure in Fig. 3a (see also [23,32,35]). The two months later (September–
October), annual minimum is observed in region of zonal minimum and in zonal mean
(Fig. 4d and 4f). Generally, this difference can be explained by the relationship between a
rate of the process of photochemical ozone relaxation during late spring–summer
following by dynamical ozone accumulation since late autumn and during winter–
spring [22,28,32].
In the mesosphere, “no-annual-cycle” conditions prevail at 0.1 hPa and 0.01 hPa (64
km and 80 km; Fig. 6b, c, k, l). This is a layer with VMR of 0.2–0.9 ppmv. Note that Joshi
et al. [56] have found 4-month oscillation in the VMR anomalies integrated between 60
km and 80 km. This oscillation is not visible in our analysis of the separate pressure
levels. The strong SAO appears in the mesopause region (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6a and 6j),
where the secondary ozone maximum is located [56,60]. As in the stratosphere,
concentration peaks are at lower altitudes than VMR peaks, however, altitude difference
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is 3 times less: 5 km (between 90 km and 95 km; dashed lines in Fig. 5, right and left,
respectively) compared to 15 km in Fig. 4 (right and left). The altitude difference in the
simulated secondary ozone maximum is also relatively small and on global average, the
ozone maximum in the mesopause region is higher in VMR than in number density by
2–4 km [60].
Figure 5 shows that no significant regional difference in timing and intensity of the
SAO maxima (top and middle panels) in both VMR (left) and concentration (right). SAO
in zonal mean (lower panel in Fig. 5) is practically indistinguishable from the regional
ones (top and middle panels).

Figure 6. Annual cycle in the ozone VMR at 9 pressure levels in the stratosphere and
mesosphere according to the MLS measurements.
The geopotential and ozone in the mesosphere have more frequent longitudinal
oscillation compared to the QSW1 pattern in the stratosphere (Fig. 2a and Fig. 3a).
Besides, the SAO shape in the ozone VMT at 0.001 hPa (the mesopause region) only
slightly similar to that at 1 hPa and 3 hPa (upper stratosphere–stratopause region) and
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differs in the time and clarity of the maxima (Fig. 6). The difference in the SAO peaks at
altitudes 30–60 km and 80–100 km was noted in [56]. The differences in the QSW
structure and SAO evolution suggest uncoupling between the stratosphere and
mesosphere in wave sources and ozone photochemistry. This suggestion is in agreement
with the results [61] that the SAO components of ozone and temperature are consistently
in phase above about 80 km and are mostly out of phase with each other between about
35 and 80 km. Therefore, the ozone production–loss chains above and below 80 km
may be different in their spatio–temporal patterns. A noted in [60], the very low
temperatures at the mesopause accelerate the formation of ozone and inhibit the loss.
About the waves in the mesosphere, breaking gravity waves that have been filtered
by planetary-scale wind variations below, act to generate planetary waves in the middle
and upper mesosphere [62]. The QSW can be generated in situ in the mesosphere by
longitudinally variable gravity wave drag and by flow instabilities at mid-latitudes [15].
Hence, the mesospheric wave sources, as being independent on the stratospheric ones,
can contribute to the observed differences in the QSW patterns in geopotential height
and ozone (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).
The SAO differences in the upper stratosphere and mesopause region could be
preliminary attributed to distinctions in temperature-dependent ozone photochemistry
[60,61,55], however, this aspect of annual ozone variation needs additional analysis.
As in the stratosphere, concentration peaks are at lower altitudes than VMR peaks,
however, altitude difference is 3 times less: 5 km (between 90 km and 95 km; dashed
lines in Fig. 5, right and left, respectively) compared to 15 km in Fig. 4 (right and left).
The altitude difference in the simulated secondary ozone maximum is also relatively
small and on global average, the ozone maximum in the mesopause region is higher in
VMR than in number density by 2–4 km [60].
6. Conclusions
Based on the Aura MLS data, we have analyzed the altitudinal changes in the QSW
structure and ozone annual cycle in the NH mid-latitudes 40–50N. The altitude range
between the tropopause (316 hPa, 8 km) and mesopause (0.001 hPa, 96 km), winter
months January–February and decade 2011–2020 are covered in this study. The analysis
is focused on the region of the zonal maximum in total ozone over Aleutian Low. The
longitude segment 122–132E, centered on Longfengshan, China, is examined more
carefully.
The QSW westward phase tilt with altitude is clearly represented in the structure of
geopotential height along the zone 40–50N. Wave 2 (QSW2) in the lower stratosphere
transforms into wave 1 (QSW1) in the upper stratosphere–stratopause region, where the
QSW1 ridge (trough) extends to the eastern (western) longitudes. We point out that due
to the westward phase tilt there is an association of the North American High in the
troposphere (at 120W) with the QSW1 ridge in the stratosphere, known as the
Aleutian anticyclone. This association is broadly consistent with other works, but has
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not been specifically noted previously. The tropospheric Aleutian low itself (at 180E) is
projected onto the QSW1 trough in the western hemisphere stratosphere.
Zonal anomalies in ozone are associated with the tropospheric centers of action
only in the lower stratosphere (QSW2-type structure), but do not show regular
westward tilt towards the upper levels. The formation of the QSW structure in ozone of
middle–upper stratosphere requires a more detailed analysis with better vertical
resolution.
Using two units, volume mixing ratio and concentration, changes of the annual
ozone cycle with altitude between the stratosphere and mesosphere were carefully
compared for the first time. The ozone maximum in the vertical profile lies higher in
VMR than in concentration by about 15 km (5 km) in the stratosphere (mesosphere), in
consistency with earlier studies. We found that the properties of the annual cycle are
better resolved just in the altitude range of the main ozone maximum: middle–upper
stratosphere in VMR and lower stratosphere in concentration. Both approaches reveal
SAO/AO-related changes in the of ozone peak altitudes in a range of 4–6 km during the
year.
The VMR time–altitude section shows the transition from the summer ozone
maximum in the middle stratosphere (10 hPa) to semi-annual oscillation in the upper
stratosphere–stratopause region (3 hPa and 1 hPa). SAO maxima appear in spring and
autumn at 3 hPa and shift to the winter months above, at 1 hPa, whereas summer
minimum replaces the 10-hPa summer maximum. The altitudinal transition from
summer maximum to summer minimum of ozone likely displays dominance of
photochemical ozone production at 30–40 km and ozone depletion due to the
temperature-dependent photochemistry at 40–50 km [23,55,58,59]. However, the
conditions of the formation of both SAO and summer maximum-to-minimum transition
in closely adjacent layers of the stratosphere in the zone 40–50N require clarification in
future studies involving theory, models and independent observations.
The time–altitude section and time series of ozone in the lower stratosphere show
the well-known winter–spring maximum and late-summer–autumn minimum. In the
Longfengshan domain, the earliest development of the annual cycle among the midlatitude regions with maximum ozone in February and minimum ozone in August
displays the influence of the QSW structure and is in general agreement with other
works. The specificity of AO here depends on the relationship between the rates of the
processes of dynamical ozone accumulation (autumn–winter) and photochemical
relaxation (spring–summer) in the region of the quasi-stationary maximum of total
ozone. Unlike VMR, SAO is barely noticeable in the upper-stratospheric concentration.
The “no-annual-cycle” boundary between the dynamically controlled lower
stratosphere and the chemically controlled middle–upper stratosphere was found. It is at
a VMR level of 5 ppmv at an altitude of about 25 km. A similar absence of a noticeable
annual ozone cycle exists in the mesospheric layer with a VMR of 0.2–0.9 ppmv between
the SAOs in the upper stratosphere and in the mesopause region. These atmospheric
layers with undisturbed ozone VMR throughout the year are of interest for future
research.
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The differences in the QSW structure and SAO evolution between the stratosphere
and mesosphere–mesopause region found in this work suggest uncoupling in wave
sources and changes in ozone. The QSW can be generated in situ in the mid-latitude
mesosphere [15,62] independently on the stratospheric ones formed due to propagation
from the troposphere. The SAO differences in the upper stratosphere and mesopause
region could be preliminary attributed to distinctions in temperature-dependent ozone
photochemistry [55,60,61]. However, these comparisons need to be made on a larger
observational base and with the use of chemistry–climate modeling.
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